
This week's parasha opens the book that it's name represents one of 
the biggest success stories of all times. Moshe over came his speech 
impediment (problem) and wrote an entire book which is actually a 
very long speech that he gave to Bnei Yisrael before they entered Israel. 

So, what was Moshe's secret to success? 

One of the things that Moshe did was to simply except the fact that he 
wasn't perfect and agreed to get help-from Hashem, from Aaron, from 
Yitro and from anyone that offered him help or advice. Chazal (the sag-
es) say that he was the most modest man who ever lived. 

Unfortunately, sometimes there are leaders who 
really think that they are perfect and who don't 
really listen to anyone, even to the people who 
care about them.  

As campers, we try our best to contribute and 
succeed in our peulot, in cleaning our bunk, in 
davening and in so many things. We need to re-
member that we aren't perfect and that we may 
make mistakes. The way to improve and succeed 
is by listening to our friends and to our camp 
leaders, while excepting their positive criticism 
(their advice). 

 

Wishing you all a Shabbat in which we will truly listen to each other and 
by that Ahavat Chinam, help rebuild the Beit Hamikdash,  

Amen. 

Shabbat Schedule 

10:00 - Kiddush 

10:40— Torah & Mussaf 

11:45 —Parsha / Break 

1:15—Lunch 

4:30 Shekem 

5:00— Snif 

5:45 Mincha & Pirkei Avot 

6:30 - Third Meal  

7:49 -  Fast Starts 

8:00—Slow Shira in the BK 

8:42—Maariv & Eichah 
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Devarim Stats 
 
44th of the 54 sedras; 
first of 11 in D’varim 
Written on 196.5 lines (rank: 
26th) 
5 parshiyot; 1 open, 4 closed 
105 p’sukim – ranks 32, 6th 
in D’varim (tied with Chayei 
Sara, but larger) 
1548 words – ranks 26th, 6th 
in D’varim 
5972 letters – ranks 24, 5th in 
D’varim (tied with Vayeshev, 
but smaller) Jump in rankings 
from p’sukim to words & let-
ters is a result of relatively 
long p’sukim 
MITZVOT 
2 mitzvot – both prohibitions 



TK – I love camp. 

Gilda – It’s my birthday – I love camp.  

My birthday when I’m not in camp is  

terrible.  

TK – What happened to the blow up 

cake? 

Gilda – We got rid of it 

TK – I loved that cake. It had no calories. 

Gilda, did you get anything for your 

birthday 

Gilda – I caught a fish.  Want to see it?   

TK – It’s in your pocket?  Your pockets 

will stink 

Gilda – It’s a picture.  

TK – That makes way more sense 

Moshava: Ok, let’s ask some questions.  

TK – You have a lot of toys in here.  So many crayons. Gilda,   

maybe you should get some crayons.  I thought you weren’t doing 

this interview any more.   

Moshava: I wasn’t going to, but for you I’m giving it one more shot. 

Ok, here’s a question.    If we could add any activity to camp, what 

would it be? 

TK – Underwater basket weaving. 

Sari – Parasailing!    What is this?  Is this for real?   Why are you 

asking me this? Do you still need me.  This is like a drive through 

interview! 

Moshava: Next question.   

TK: I took sandpaper 

Gilda: You did not.  I have a really funny story about feet.  

Zack Brown:  This is going to be a great interview.  

In this weeks Parasha, Moshe starts his final speech to Bnei 
Yisrael with a list of places. On a simple level, it seems like a 
list of random places Bnei Yisrael have been in, but Rashi 
finds something deeper. He says that all the places listed 
each represent a sin Bnei Yisrael did. Why did Moshe give 
rebuke like this? He loved Bnei Yisrael and didn’t want to 
embarrass them, so he rebuked them in a hidden way. This 
could teach us to never embarrass if someone is doing 

something wrong. 

Shabbat shalom 

Hello Camp Moshava,  My name Is 

Jakie Kuperstock.   I want to tell you 

the real reason why I became Rosh 

Eidah Daled.    It’s simple: My middle 

name is Amos.   That’s me—Jacob 

Amos Kuperstock.  I also love Shabbos 

and I love all the halachot of Shabbos!  

Let me explain, without an eruv you 

can not carry in the public domain be-

yond your personal four cubits.  Cubits 

in Hebrew are called Amos! 

 

You see where I’m going with this yet?  

See, I want to replace my first name 

with “Daled”  How could I resist     

making my name Daled Amos Kuper-

stock!  

This way, when I meet 

people and they ask 

me about my crazy 

unusual name, I can 

teach them some   

halachot on the spot!  

It’ll be amazing.  

Yishtabach Shemo 

La’ad!  



We got to camp and we were introduced to our Rosh Ei-

dah Jaquie. That is when we knew our summer would be 

lit. The next day there was a snack box issue. Apparently 

Reese’s pieces do have peanuts in them. From that      

moment we were off to the races. From awesome night 

tochnits to five burgers at dinner (Koby Koby), to Mifkad, 

we always brought the ruach. Then there was colour war. 

Across all the teams Daled stood out cheering the loudest, 

running the fastest and working as hard as they could to 

bring their team the win. Our night tochnits are a mix of 

chill and messy from water fights to throwing surprise 

birthday parties. We learn a lot in our peulot and have a 

lot of fun doing them too. In Afiah we learned skills and 

techniques required in the kitchen and learned to make 

amazing baking creations. In DJ and producer we learned 

to mix tracks in garage 

band and in Agam we 

learned to waterski. We 

went on our first trip to an 

escape maze where we had 

to solve clues and riddles to 

unlock locks and complete 

a challenge faster than the 

other groups (R.I.P 

Walmart). I don’t know 

what’s in store for us in the 

rest of the summer but I do 

know that whatever it is, 

with Daled it will be full of 

ruach, craziness and fun.  



This week’s shout-out goes to the Israeli who decided to 
call “Glow Sticks”  STICK LIGHTS!  Yes, that’s the        
actual name for glow sticks.  Stick Lights.   That’s      

Hebrew!  In other new Areyeh Ben Eliezer is spinning.  

Jacob Herman has candy. 

Go get it.  

It’s Free 

It’s Jacob Herman. 

Go.  

8. Campwide game of Can Jam—winner is Rosh Mosh 

7. Play cake wars and create food that nobody is        
going to eat. 

6. Sports Staff Vs Raccoon Basketball 

5. Bring the camp to Wal Mart five 
minutes before they close, leave 
everyone there overnight and see 
what happens.  

4. Send Ari Roz on the zipline with a   
garbage bag full of colours to release as he goes 
down the wire. It would be so cool. What could 
possibly go wrong?  

3. Confuse everyone with a lunch of random things—
like tacos, orzo, sweet potatos and black olives.   
They’ll never see it coming.  

2. Tell everyone that the Lakers game is NOT                    
tomorrow!  

1. Have the whole camp search through the recycling  
bins to find Eidah Bet One’s banana cheers from! 

Welcome to the guests who are  

joining us for Shabbat 

Rabbi Eddie & Ahuva Shostak 

Mordechai & Orah Katzman 

Daniel & Ahava Bordan 

This week was a wild ride!  We started off with 
celebrating the annual ICON - Israel’s Comic-
con with a hero dress-up dinner!    
We continued with a dinner at Gan Sacher in 
Jerusalem, complete with caricature artists, 
sports and games and of course a great dinner 
with popcorn for dessert!   

We weren’t done yet!  Our week of Israeli    
culture continued with a crazy Machaneh   
Yeudah open-air market experience when we 
turned Shekem into an an-all out shuk       
experience!   Everyone got vouchers and had 
negotiate their way to shekem glory! 

We are gearing up for a week of Jewish diversi-
ty and unity!   Looking forward to an amazing 
journey ahead! 

 


